
Our growing company is hiring for an information assurance engineer. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for information assurance engineer

The administration and monitoring of various security tools, generating and
interpreting reports from those tools, and providing status to internal and
external customers
Conducting investigations of security incidents providing protective and
corrective measures in efforts to reduce incidents and risk
Developing, testing, and deploying engineering solutions for security findings
from government audits
Implementing and executing software and security engineering practices in
the System/Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Process
Tracking trends within the Cyber Security landscape and proactively
developing and deploying engineering solutions against emerging threats to
the enterprise
Conduct research in multiple areas, to include emerging technologies,
vulnerability information, system hardening, operating systems, application
software, and security tools
Provide technical guidance focused on information security architecture
Participate in the technical aspects of internal security audits and
investigations
Provide technical engineering services for the support of integrated security
systems and solutions
May provide security advice and guidance to less experienced staff

Example of Information Assurance Engineer Job
Description
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Bachelor's (or equivalent) with 8 - 10 yrs of experience, or a Master's with 6 -
8 yrs of experience, related experience includes performing a wide variety of
information assurance and information systems security engineering duties,
to include the certification and accreditation of information systems using
DIACAP (formerly DITSCAP), NIACAP, NIST SP 800-37, DCID 6/3 and JSIG
RMF frameworks
Active TOP SECRET security clearance or recently active TOP SECRET
clearance within 24 months
Experience with ArcSight, HBSS, Retina, Websense, Cyber forensics, Cloud
computing, ICS/SCADA security, malware analysis, or commanding Cyber
readiness inspections
Experience with Fortify, Splunk, Nessus and RMF controls analysis
Excellent communication (written and oral), negotiation and interpersonal
skills necessary to support known ISSE activities/challenges working with
engineering teams, management, customers, partners and government
IAT II Level certification or higher


